
Thrasher, Sandra Jo 

From: Gebhardt, Sharron

Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2004 9:08 AM

To: Thrasher, Sandra Jo

Cc: Therkildsen, Janet; MRM/CS/Rules Group Denver

Subject: FW: RIN 1010-AD05:PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OIL VALUATION RULE
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Sandra Jo,  
Per DGT and Mary W., please publish this comment under AD05 Fed Gas.   
Thank you.  
Sharron  

Warning:  This message is intended only for use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information 
that is privileged or confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If the reader of this message is not the 
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail.   

Sharron L. Gebhardt  
303.231.3211  

Lead Regulatory Specialist  
Chief of Staff Office  
DOI/MMS/MRM  
PO Box 25165  
Denver, CO  80225-0136  

email sharron.gebhardt@mms.gov  
FAX     303.231.3781  

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Robert Rutkowski [mailto:rutkowski@terraworld.net]  
Sent: Sunday, September 26, 2004 1:16 PM 
To: patrick.etchart@mms.gov 
Cc: Nancy Pelosi; George W. Bush 
Subject: RIN 1010-AD05:PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OIL VALUATION RULE 

Attn: RIN 1010-AD05 
  
September 26, 2004 
  
Sharron L. Gebhardt 
Minerals Management Service 
Minerals Revenue Management 
Chief of Staff 
P.O. Box 25165, MS 302B2 
Denver, CO 80225-0165 
patrick.etchart@mms.gov 
  
Dear Ms. Gebhardt, 
  
I urge you to work to make federal mineral royalty payments more accurate and transparent. The oil valuation rule, as 
implemented in 2000, went a long way to combat the rampant fraud perpetrated by the oil industry and allowed by a 
complacent Department of Interior (DOI). The result was an additional $72 million annually going to public school systems, 
the Land and Water Conservation Fund, and the Historic Preservation Fund.



  
However, the DOI's dramatic increased reliance on Royalty-In-Kind (RIK) programs over the past few years has 
significantly undercut the positive steps made through that rulemaking. In 2003, the DOI's Minerals Management Service 
(MMS) further watered down the oil rule by capitulating to industry's requests for more deductions to their royalty payments. 
Now industry, along with DOI, is turning to gas royalties. There is no justification for the currently-proposed changes other 
than to yet again accede to industry's wishes to reduce royalty payments to taxpayers. 
  
I object to the proposed gas royalty rule changes. The impact of these changes will be an unnecessary and significant loss 
in revenue to the federal government. In the Federal Register notice itself, the MMS acknowledges a net loss of over $5 
million annually to the federal government, and a total annual loss to federal and state governments and tribes of nearly $7 
million. History has taught us that these are undoubtedly low estimates. 
  
The bulk of these losses are caused by allowing the gas industry to deduct new transportation costs, including costs that 
are not directly related to operating and maintaining a pipeline. MMS argues in the notice that this new rule is being 
proposed in order to make the gas rule in keeping with the oil rule. In fact, however, these new deductions were rejected 
during the very public oil royalty rulemaking of 2000. It was only in the 2003 watering down of that rule that these 
deductions - long advocated for by industry - have been made allowable. 
  
Finally, it does not escape notice that reducing the revenues derived through the gas valuation rule will make it easier for 
MMS to make it appear that its RIK program is revenue neutral. To the contrary, when compared to the revenues collected 
through the 2000 oil rule, the RIK oil program is losing money - even in the "pilot" areas selected by MMS as most likely to 
be successful. 
  
The Department of Interior should turn its attention to successfully collecting mineral royalty revenues rather than doling out 
more hand-outs to the oil and gas industry. 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to bring these remarks to your attention. 
  
Mindful of the enormous responsibilities which stand before you, I am, 
  
Yours sincerely, 
Robert E. Rutkowski   
  
cc: 
Nancy Pelosi 
Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
  
2527 Faxon Court 
Topeka, Kansas 66605-2086 
P/F: 1 785 379-9671 
r_e_rutkowski@myrealbox.com 
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